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Remembering  

Jerry Kenney 

 

After a long struggle with pulmonary fibrosis, our friend and teammate Jerry 

Kenney died on June 25, 2019.  His passing is an irreparable loss to his family, 

his business associates, our University and those of us who knew him, loved 

him, treasured his intelligence, work ethic, courtesy, good humor, strategic, 

brilliance and modesty. 

Jerry and I became friends when we were among the more than 100 classmates 

who turned out for freshman football.  As sophomores, Jerry, Bob Kelly and 

Troy Murray were assigned to Saybrook College.  They quickly became part of 

our extended group of roommates including: Alphe Beane, Steve Callender, 

Chris Diercks, Bill Flippin, Dave Mawicke, Nelson Neiman, Ty Welles and 

myself.  

Jerry was always emblematic of the Thalian notion of a “sound mind in a sound 

body.”  An athlete at Yale, he believed that athletic excellence was central to 

a university’s academic reputation and alumni support.  He wrote a white paper 

replete with factual evidence to support his belief. Then, typically, he acted 

by creating endowments for Yale lacrosse and this year, Yale football. Yale’s 

lacrosse team won the NCAA Division I championship in 2018. 
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After Yale, Jerry and I reconnected in the late 1980s. Jerry had solidified his 

reputation as “the smartest man on Wall Street”.  Despite his lofty position 

and spectacular financial success, Jerry was always simply “Jerry”. He would 

immediately answer my calls or, if otherwise occupied, promptly call back.     

During my infrequent visits to NYC he always had time for lunch.  A gracious 

man, he hosted a roommates’ gathering in New York City. When we had a 

roommates’ reunion at my homes in Hawaii, Jerry flew in from New York so he 

could spend a single night with us. 

To paraphrase Churchill’s assessment of William of Orange; Jerry was 

blessed with the second sight of the battlefield which is the mark of military 

genius.  In Jerry’s case the battlefield was Wall Street, the second sight was 

in sensing opportunity before others, finding the right people to exploit that 

opportunity then giving them the authority and resources to succeed.  Richly 

endowed with the sagacity, patience and discretion that are prerequisites to 

success, Jerry surmounted difficulties that would have unhorsed lesser men. 

His adroitness, unerring sense of proportion and ability to assign to 

objectives their true priorities, mark him as a model for us all.  

During his business career, Jerry suffered two devastating setbacks. 

Undeterred, Jerry persevered. Ultimately, he was the catalyst for at least 

three enterprises (including Merrill Lynch had he been president) that would 

today have a collective net worth in excess of 200 billion dollars. Typically, 

he made small mention of professional success.  His primary focus was “giving 

back.” 

As you will shortly discover, Jerry’s wife Carol was more than “the wind 

beneath his wings”.  They were partners in the truest sense of the word. 

Together they shared their good fortune with deserving institutions and 

individuals.  Their generosity to Yale is legendary but constituted only a 

portion of their charitable activities. 

 During our frequent phone conversations and my infrequent visits Jerry 

would apprise me of activities of mutual interest. Blessed with exceptional 

emotional intelligence, he often expressed frustration over the inactivity or 

recalcitrance of others but never showed anger, never bore a grudge and 

always continued with undiminished enthusiasm. He was unfailingly courteous.  

I never heard him curse.  He was effusive in his praise for others even if their 

contributions were Lilliputian in contrast to his.    

I thought I knew Jerry, but in reviewing articles in Bloomberg, the Wall Street 

Journal, the New York Times and many other publications I realized I had only 

a glimpse of him. 

I have never met Jerry’s equal. I will sorely miss his wisdom, his ebullience, and 

his friendship. 

In a way I am glad that Jerry will not read this remembrance…he was 

embarrassed by compliments.  
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Early Life 

Jerry’s father grew up in an age where “Irish need not apply” (for jobs) was a 

common phrase. Lacking a college education, he started in business as a 

travelling glove salesman then became a sales manager. Jerry’s dad had a 

high regard for education so he saved religiously until he could afford a 

home in Newton Massachusetts, which had a good school system.  As a young 

man Jerry’s dad had caddied at a golf course where he noted that many of the 

members had attended Ivy League colleges.  He wanted his five children to go 

to college, but he particularly hoped that his four sons would go to 

Harvard or Yale. 

As a boy, Jerry manifested several of the qualities that would distinguish him 

throughout his life; his eye for opportunity; his competitiveness and his 

relentless work ethic. As an 11year old, Jerry noticed landscape service 

trucks loaded with equipment pulling up to 17 lawns in his neighborhood. 

Jerry thought he could do a better job for less money, so he started a lawn 

service his mantra: “no more trucks”. By age 15 he had all 17 customers, no 

more trucks!  A natural leader, Jerry was President of his high school class.   

All five Kenney children fulfilled their father’s hopes.  Jerry’s sister Maureen 

graduated from Emmanuel College her mother’s alma mater.  The Kenney boys, 

Brian YC ’61, Jerry YC ’63, Robert YC ‘67, and Richard YC ‘71, went to Yale and 

played football. Jerry’s Yale experience was the nascence of his notion of a 

“Virtual Circle.” 

Family 

 

In 1973 Jerry met Carol Brock, an economist at Loeb Rhodes & Co.  They were 

married in 1975.  By 1982 Carol was the Chief Economist of Shearson 

American Express.  Carol was one of the few people who were his 

intellectual equal. 
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Jerry and Carol’s daughters Blair and Kristen were born in the 1980s 

Blair YC ’08 

 

Kristen YC ’11 

 

Carol left her business career to care for their daughters (and Jerry as 

well) and to obtain her doctorate in science and natural health.    Speaking 

of Carol Jerry once told me:  

“Carol insisted we buy our apartment where I had an office overlooking 

the Park so I could work at home and be with the family. Travel work 

related stress and reduced sleep took a toll on me.  When I returned 

from Asia with a serious disease (probably Ross River Fever) Carol used 

her expertise to help me recover.  Besides our family, our mutual 

interests included our professional lives, art, music, restoring houses 

on Martha’s Vineyard, charitable work, and health and fitness. 
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After Jerry’s passing, in a kind note Carol said: 

“Jerry and I loved our life together – as professionals, parents, friends, 

mentors, advisors – as partners in everything we did.  We savored our 45 years 

together.” 
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Yale 
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Most of the 55 members of the freshman football team thought that Jerry, a 

halfback, was the fastest man on the team, but when questioned, he said with 

typical modesty:  

“the fastest guy was probably Roger Flannery or Bill Flippin.”   

In the event, Jerry played in every game and scored a much-needed touchdown 

in our narrow win over Cornell, thereby setting the stage for our undefeated 

season.  A gifted athlete and a fine defensive back, Jerry had difficulties with 

the sport.  He told me: 

“I was a track guy.  I did not know how to play football very well. I never 

knew how to “run the hole”. The coaches were no help. The only 

coaching, I ever had was from Denny Landa, a superb running back.”  

With his speed, size and athleticism, Jerry would have been a devastating wide 

receiver, however:  

“I was never told how to run patterns or to catch with my hands not my 

body.”   

As an added impediment, Jerry, who had very high arches, never had shoes that 

fit.  He played for four years in agony. 

The perfect Season 

 

In 1960, our sophomore year, the varsity was famously undefeated.  Jerry saw 

a lot of playing time.  He told me that he was only two quarters away from 

earning a letter (only Hank Higdon, Bill Kay and Wolf Dietrich were awarded 

letters.  In after years the “seniors” awarded a 1960 letter to Wally Grant 

for winning the Connecticut game).  

During our junior year, Jerry and I played on the JV team. Our first game was 

against Army in New Haven.  We were anxious to avenge a loss the year before 

at West Point when an egregious call by the zebras erased a 50-yard run by 

Landa which would have won the game.  Our normally even-tempered center Jim 

Thompson was flagged for an infraction after Landa crossed the goal line.  

Jim got thrown out of the game for “arguing” with the officials.  I, for once, 

had the wisdom to say: “colonel referee sir…that was a bad call” thereby 

avoiding a court marshal and was able to remain in the game. 
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In New Haven, Jerry broke through the thin grey line and was ten yards 

downfield when two defensive backs took dead aim.  Strangely, I was a few 

steps behind him.   Seeing that he was about to be tackled I yelled “Jerry throw 

me the ball.”   Jerry wisely hung on to the ball and was tackled after a good 

gain.  Our coach Stu Clancy heard me and took me out of the game: “Don’t ever 

do that again! Jerry is the fastest guy on the team…you are not!” Duly 

chastened I went back in and we whipped the cadets. 

Coach Stu Clancy 

 

Yale in 1959 

Arthur Howe  

 

Yale Dean of Admissions 

Dean Howe, in concert with Yale President A. Whitney Griswold, 

collaborated on an admissions policy that emphasized character above all, 

then leadership, intelligence and finally the metrics of academic 

achievement.  Howe told me that he and his staff tried to interview at least 

three trusted colleagues who knew candidates and who could testify to 

their fitness for admission. 

Howe found that qualified applicants (by his measure) were often good 

athletes and frequently included young men who played football.  As 

previously noted, more than 100 members of our class of 1,050 turned out 

for freshman football.   

Yale had a rich athletic tradition.  For more than a half century Yale 

Football was the standard by which other programs were measured. 
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Reputedly (and perhaps apocryphally) each class boasted one Olympian.  But 

Howe was more interested in recruiting future leaders.  Howe and Griswold 

understood the connection between athletics and leadership. Several men 

who preceded us as Yale graduates were fine athletes and acknowledged 

leaders. 

Byron “Whizzer” White 

 

Gerald Ford 

 

George H. W. Bush 
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In 1959 people still remembered mythical Men of Yale. 

Dink Stover 

 

Frank Merriwell 

 

In 1959 Dwight Eisenhower was still President of the United States.  At West 

Point Ike had been an outstanding football and baseball player until he 

injured his knee, whereupon he took up coaching football experiencing great 

success.  He was asked to coach football at each of his Army posts.  

Before WWII Ike was concerned that he would be remembered as a football 

coach not a military leader.  Ike once remarked that he thought football was 

the finest education for leadership a man could have. 
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Dwight David Eisenhower 

 

Yale Football in 1959 

When we were freshmen, Yale boasted a proud football tradition. Yale had 

more Division 1 victories and more All Americans than any other school.  

Only three schools had more Heisman Trophy winners. Our teammates were 

recruited in 1958 and 1959, only two years after the formation of the Ivy 

League.  Yale and Yale alumni were serious about attracting top athletes.  

The 1959 Bullpups 

The 1959 undefeated & untied Bullpups represent an excellent example of 

the kind of scholar athlete that Dean Howe selected for admission to Yale. 

 “Sound Mind in a Sound body” 
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Like all incoming freshman, we were evaluated for physical fitness. The 

freshman football team assembled in the Payne Whitney Gym. Our posture 

was checked.  We had to swim two laps of the pool.  We did pushups.  We were 

required to perform 8 pullups.  Center “Tex” Younger ripped off 60 pullups 

until his hands started to bleed and he was ordered to stop.  All American 

center Robert Clark could not perform 8.  For four years Clarkie made a 

daily trip down to the basement of his married students housing practicing 

pullups, finally in his senior year he managed 8 and was eligible for his 

degree.  

100+ freshmen go out for football 

100+ freshman football aspirants showed up the first day of practice.  Many 

were shocked by the size, speed, ferocity and accomplishments of the 

competition.  After two weeks about 55 players remained on the team. They 

included many outstanding athletes who would bear the proud standard of 

Yale Football. 

 According to a survey responded to by only 1/3 of the 40 living 1959 

Bullpups our team included: 

• one high school All-American,  

• 9 with All State recognition  

• 17 had All-League honors 

• 9 had been captain of their team 

• The survey chronicled 19 undefeated seasons   

Many had been recruited to play football at Yale. One of us had received no 

fewer than 50 “full ride” offers, many from the top teams in the Country 

including 8 of the Big 10 schools. Most of the Bullpups played other 

freshman sports.  

1960 Varsity 

In 1960, our Sophomore year, men played both offense and defense.  Of the 9 

starting seniors, 6 were named to All American teams, all 6 were asked to 

play professionally, 3 accepted, one was the offensive captain of the 

Chicago Bears for 10 years. 

Scholarship 

Some of the ’59 Pups had been 1st in their class academically. While at Yale 

several of the ’59 Pups made the Dean’s List.   

Graduate Degrees 

In “after years” 37 of us pursued advanced degrees some obtaining 2 or more,   

Military Service 

At least 21 ’59 Pups served in the military: one was awarded 3 Bronze Stars, 

another a Bronze Star with a V for valor and a Silver Star.   
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Academia 

4 became college professors, including: Sterling Professor of Economics 

at Yale and the co-author of the freshmen’s “bible” on economics; a member 

of the Governing Board of the American Institute of Physics and the 

Executive Board of the Council of scientific Society Presidents; a professor 

at Harvard Business School and a professor of art.  One was the Chairman 

and CEO and lecturer at an architectural school for 9 years. 

Government 

4 entered government they include: a longtime employee of the S.E.C; the 

senior negotiator for the INF, START and ABM intercontinental ballistic 

missile treaties for a period commencing with the Carter administration and 

continuing through Clinton administration; one was a member of the 

President’s council of economic advisors; one, a renowned toxicologist 

received the Silver Medal from the EPA;  one became a congressman, 

Presidential Chief of Staff, Secretary of Defense and Vice President of the 

United States. 

Business, Finance, Professions, Publishing & Arts 

Several entered the mainstream of American business and finance, some like 

Jerry, rose to the most senior positions. Others founded successful 

businesses or carried on the family enterprise. One became Chairman of the 

Board of the Saint Louis Cardinals.  Twenty-seven entered the professions as 

a doctor, dentist, lawyer, architect or accountant.  One became a newspaper 

publisher, two became successful screen writers and film makers.    

“And for Yale” 

Members of the ’59 Bullpups include;  

• 2 Blue Leadership award honorees  

• 2 Ivy League Football Association honorees  

• 14 members of 1963 or 1964 class councils  

• 5 reunion chairs  

• 3 Class Gift Fund chairs 

• 2 class secretaries (3 if one were to include an honorary member)   

Nobel Prize 
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Oh, and one of us was recently awarded the Nobel Prize. 

Such were the men that Jerry met on the playing fields of Yale.  All were 

expected to excel athletically and academically.  Many did.  All were of 

sound character.  All contributed in their own ways to their families, their 

communities and some to their country.  All would become lifelong friends.  

These teammates provided a template for the kind of student athlete that 

Jerry had in mind when he wrote his white paper on athletics and academia.  

Football – a “blood sport” 

Gentlemen and scholars my teammates may have been, but none of us were 

strangers to violence in games and in practice.   

As Lou Muller once famously said:  

“Football practice was not philosophy class”.  

Blows to the head were an everyday occurrence, in fact the practice was 

encouraged.  Coaches said that on offense and defense you should: “use 

your head as a weapon” and “put your hat between the numbers”.   

Practice did not afford a safe harbor.  Famously on the first day of fall 

practice end coach Harry Jacunski would line up his squad.  “Rookies” 

(sophomores) on offense, “Veterans” (all others) on defense.   

My experience was typical.  As a “rookie,” I lined up on offense.  I was to block 

Jim “Poose” Pappas “on two”.  (Under Head Football Coach Jordan Olivar, the 

snap count was always “two”). 

The Poose 

        On “two” a vicious forearm shattered my nose. 

Tears, blood and less savory fluids ran down my face. 

I stood, staggered and looked beseechingly at Coach 

Harry.  

         Harry smiled benignly and said: 

        “Once more… on two!” 

 

.   
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Harry Jacunski end coach 

 

Welcome to 1960 Yale Football! 

It was only in “after years” that we would learn the dangers of blows to the 

head. Jerry would personally undertake to make the sport safer for Yale 

football players. 

After Yale we went our separate ways.  Jerry was destined for great things. 
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“After Years” 

After graduating from Yale with a degree in economics, Jerry worked in a 

bank for two years.  In 1967 he obtained his MBA from the Kellogg School of 

Management at Northwestern.  He served in the Army Reserves from 1967-

1973. 

Wall Street 

 

In 1967 Jerry was hired as an analyst at White, Weld & Co.  A scholarship 

student in college, he had very little money.  He told me:  

“I slept on a friend’s floor until I could afford an apartment.”  

Relying on little sleep, Jerry immediately established a reputation for detail, 

painstaking research, an indefatigable work habit and strategic vision. Within 

four years he became Director of Research and was ranked #1 by Institutional 

Investor Magazine.  Jerry was promoted to run research, sales, and equity 

trading. Not long after that he was overseeing White Weld’s institutional 

business worldwide. 
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The Thundering Herd 

 

 

In 1978, Merrill Lynch purchased White Weld.  Jerry told me: 

 “White Weld was an institutional firm.  Merrill was a retail firm.  Most 

of the guys did not want to join Merrill.  I decided to go to Merrill 

where I was asked to start a capital markets operation.” 

Chris Getman wrote:   

“We both worked for White Weld.  When Merrill Lynch acquired White 

Weld in 1978 most of the advisors left for other firms which offered 

big up-front bonuses.  Jerry persuaded me to say with Merrill Lynch 

where the perception was: “no office above the ground floor, a bunch 

of derelicts watching the tape, and brokers with polyester suits and 

white patent leather belts.”  Merrill Lynch was perceived to be the odd 

lot investors’ panacea.  White Weld prided itself on being the firm for 

“high net worth individuals.”  

Jerry was starting the investment banking, institutional investing and related 

capital markets efforts at Merrill virtually from scratch.  With typical 

thoroughness the first thing he did was study the competition. 

When honored by the Ivy League Football Association in 2007, Jerry said: 

 “My football experience paid off in my business life.  At Yale I was on 

the scout team.   We studied our opponents’ offense and defense.  It 

was a good lesson.  I learned that most of our competitors were good 
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at marketing, not so good at disseminating information and not so good 

at back office administration.  I also noted that the larger the team, 

the more important the coach.” 

In the early 1980s Jerry became President of ML Capital Markets.   

In The New York times, Larry Fink was quoted as saying “Jerry’s greatest 

passion was investing in people”.  Jerry invested in some good ones. 

Michael Bloomberg 

 

Jerry told me he had heard about Michael Bloomberg who had been a partner 

at Salomon Brothers where Bloomberg headed systems development and 

equity trading.  In 1981 Phibro Corporation bought Salomon.  Bloomberg 

was laid off with no severance but was paid $10 million for his equity in the 

partnership.  Bloomberg then founded Innovative Market Systems.  The idea 

was to provide real time financial news, market data and analysis.  The 

Bloomberg terminal which could be installed in the offices of financial 

institutions was a critical innovation.    

In 1982 Jerry thought that Bloomberg and his systems provided an excellent 

answer to the problem of quick dissemination of financial information.  Jerry 

briefly considered persuading Bloomberg to join Merrill.  In Jerry’s 

inimitably polite fashion he referred to the culture at Merrill so vividly 

described by Chris Getman: 

“I thought about persuading Mike to come to Merrill as an employee, 

but we had a lot of Irishmen who were very different from Mike.  Within 

a week Mike would probably have quit or I would have had to ask him to 

leave.”    

Instead, in 1982, Jerry persuaded Merrill to invest $39,000,000 for a 30% 

interest Bloomberg.  In a 2013 email to me Jerry wrote:  

“I was the lead person in hiring and setting up Mike Bloomberg and his 

company which is now worth about $30 bil; (probably closer to $55bil 

today). In the company’s first 5 years Mike did work solely for my 

business group at Merrill.” 
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Capitalizing on Bloomberg’s information services, Jerry offered to put 

terminals in the offices of the CFOs of Merrill’s good customers; a practice 

no other Wall Street firm dared do.  This decision bore immense rewards.  

In 1996 Merrill sold 1/3 of its 30% ownership in Bloomberg to Bloomberg 

L.P. for $200 million dollars giving Merrill a 400% profit on its 1982 

investment, a spectacular return.  But more was yet to come…much more. 

“We’re #1” 

 

Under Jerry’s leadership ML Capital Markets became # 1in the world in 

investment banking.  He expanded the business internally and by acquisition.  

In 1984 under his guidance Merrill bought Becker Paribas, later Smith New 

Court PLC and Mercury Asset Management.  With offices in 40 countries all 

over the world Jerry was travelling constantly. 

Jerry was asked by The Vatican to manage the Church’s investments for a 

period of five years.  Jerry said: 

 “I am proud to say we out-performed the indexes during that period.” 

Ever inquisitive, Jerry learned that for 1,000 years Catholic priests were 

not required to be celibate.  He told me: 

“In those years, communications were bad.  It was hard to know what 

was going on.  A priest tended to keep for his family contributions that 

were made to the Church.  The solution to the problem was celibacy.  I 

suggested to Vatican officials that allowing priests to marry would be 

a good policy and might help address some of the problems the Church 

was having with its priests.” 

Surprisingly, even Jerry was unable to reverse a 1,000-year-old Church policy. 

Jerry also pioneered Merrill’s entrance in the world of sovereign funds.  

One very successful hire was classmate, and freshman football teammate 

Steve Van Courtland Wilberding who Jerry asked to go to Saudi Arabia.  

Steve was very effective in creating sovereign funds in that country and 

others in the Middle East. 

Trouble 
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Despite the extraordinary growth and success that ML Capital Markets was 

achieving worldwide, everything was not always smooth sailing.  While on the 

Board of Freddie Mac, Jerry met Bowers Espey, a bond trader at that agency.  

Bowers had obtained an MBA from the Anderson School of Business at UCLA 

(where I got to know him).  A mathematician like Jerry, Bowers had an interest 

in computer trading.  Jerry lured Bowers to Merrill. 

In Bowers’ words: 

“At Merrill, we started trading thousands of dollars, then millions 

then billions.” 

The operation was successful until Bowers went on a rafting trip in 1987.  

There were no cell phones.  The second in command, who did not believe in 

computer trading, ignored sell signals.  Not surprisingly, Jerry, who was 

overseeing Merrill’s worldwide activities, was unaware that one of his guys 

had “gone off the reservation”. 

As reported in the Wall Street Journal 

“…in 1987, he (Jerry) was caught up in an uproar over heavy losses 

resulting from a trader’s unauthorized dealings in high-risk securities.  

Though Mr. Kenney wasn’t accused of any wrongdoing, he was stripped 

of responsibility for trading because of what was deemed a lapse in 

supervision.   At the time, Mr. Kenney called the firm’s decision 

appropriate. Mr. Kenney went on to say, ‘I presume I still have a good 

future at the Company’.”  

Although the episode may have cost Jerry the presidency of Merrill, he 

remained as head of capital markets until 1991.  In 1992 Jerry became head of 

Corporate Strategy and Vice Chairman of the firm. 

As you shall soon discover, had Jerry not been “stripped of responsibility 

for trading”, Merrill would be alive and well today. 

E. Stanley O’Neal 

 

In the mid1980s E. Stanley O’Neal joined Merrill.  O’Neal steadily rose 

through the Merrill ranks.  He headed the leveraged finance division, then 

succeeded Jerry as global head of capital markets and the co-head of 

corporate and institutional group. He was CFO from 1998 to 200O and in 

2000 became president of the US Private Client relationships.  
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In 2001 O’Neal called Jerry and asked for support in O’Neal’s bid to oust 

David Komansky then president of Merrill.  Jerry told me: 

“I told Stan that I respected him but did not play politics.  This 

conversation may have cost me a place in Stan’s ‘inner circle’.”  

Just before 9/11(which Jerry watched from his nearby office) O’Neal ousted 

his mentor and was named President of Merrill Lynch.  Unbeknownst to 

everyone at Merrill, O’Neal’s presidency would eventually precipitate the 

demise of Merrill as an independent firm.  

The changes O’Neal introduced were draconian.  Gone was “Mother Merrill”.  

In its place was a harsh work environment.  O’Neal felt the firm could make 

more money investing in mortgages than in other areas of the business.  Jerry 

was told to dismantle many of the worldwide operations that he had created 

and overseen.  This meant firing loyal and competent employees and friends.  

At our 40th reunion in 2003 Jerry was visibly distraught.  

At Jerry’s insistence he (Jerry) became Vice Chairman in charge of corporate 

strategy and key client relationships. 

By 2003, under O’Neal’s guidance, Merrill had purchased over 70 billion 

dollars of high-risk mortgages.   

In January 2005 I had lunch with Jerry in Merrill’s executive dining room.  I 

told him that a colleague, a young architect who had never earned more than 

$35,000 a year, had just been given a $500,000 home loan.  I said that lacking 

the intelligence and experience to short the mortgage market, I had shorted 

a large position in a homebuilding firm.  Jerry told me then that Merrill had 

invested in CDO’s (collateralized debt obligations).  He added rather grimly: 

 “we are told they are all AAA rated” 

In the late 1970s, when I owned a homebuilding company, I pioneered municipal 

mortgage revenue bonds in order to provide low interest loans for my 

homebuyers.  I had been appalled by the ignorance shown by Moody’s and 

Standard and Poor’s (the rating agencies).  I thought to myself “I hope the 

agencies have learned something in 25+ years.”  Apparently, they hadn’t. 

Lawrence “Larry” Fink 
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In 1988 with Blackstone as his principal investor, Lawrence Fink founded 

BlackRock.  As Fink remembers: 

 “8 of us were crowded in one little office.” 

Jerry once said to me: 

“Larry Fink is a very smart graduate of UCLA and UCLA’s Anderson 

School of Business.  I first met him when he and a few others were 

crowded in a little office in Manhattan.” 

In 2006 under Jerry’s guidance, Merrill merged its asset management 

business with BlackRock, retaining a 49.8% stake in the enterprise.  

In a later email to me Jerry said: 

“I did not start BlackRock. … We did raise money continuously for 

BlackRock as an embryonic manager and we later took them public; I 

engineered the merger of ML Asset Management with BlackRock making 

it a leading mutual fund and international asset manager while 

becoming a 50% owned ML affiliate.” 

BIG Trouble 

 

In 2013 Jerry wrote in our 50th reunion class book: 

“Unbeknownst to the Merrill Board and other management, Stan 

(O’Neal)  authorized a humongous $70 billion catastrophic bet on high-

risk mortgages before the 2008 crash, hidden under their bogus AAA 

rating, causing  a $50 billion loss, the sale of Merrill to Bank of 

America at less than 10% of its prior value and huge personal losses 

for senior Merrill executives.”   

Jerry was one of the most senior of the Merrill executives. 

In September 2007 O’Neal stepped down as President and left the firm.  Jerry 

told me: 
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“When O’Neal stepped down Larry Fink called me to suggest that he 

become President and I become Chairman of the Board.” 

The Merrill board of directors decided to hire John Thain.  

$4.5 Billion Dollar sale of 20% of Bloomberg L. P. 

Jerry’s 1985 $39 million-dollar bet had been paid in full with a 400% profit in 

1992.   

In July of 2008 Merrill sold its remaining 20% stake in Bloomberg back to 

Bloomberg for $4.5 Billion Dollars. Bloomberg who was Mayor of New 

York, called Jerry: 

“Jerry…Mike here, how come you never told me you were selling me your 

stake in my business?”   

“Mike that’s news to me!”       

In September 2008 Thain sold Merrill to Bank of America.   

In 2009 Thain stepped down as chairman & CEO.   By that time Merrill’s stock 

had declined by 90%. 

B of A sells BlackRock 

Bank of America, in need of capital, made a public offering of a 16% interest 

in BlackRock and received about $11Billion.  In March of 2011 BlackRock 

purchased B of A’s remaining 34% interest for $2.5 Billion.   

Kudos 

Of Jerry’s career at Merrill Lynch 

“I have sat in on hundreds of meetings with Jerry and cannot remember 

him losing his temper or insulting anyone.  From a Wall Street 

perspective that was pretty unique.”                                                                   

Lanny Steffens longtime friend and Merrill colleague  
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In August of 2008 Jerry joined BlackRock as senior advisor.  

BlackRock had thrived, first purchasing Merrill’s 50% and later Barclay’s 

20% ownership stake.  Jerry advised BlackRock to purchase Barclays Global 

Investors.  He said in an email to me: 

“As an employee and senior adviser to BlackRock, I strongly 

recommended that it acquire Barclays Global Advisors in ’09 making 

BlackRock by far the largest asset manager in the world.” 

Artificial intelligence, machine learning, big data and social media. 

Earlier this year (2019), I asked Jerry if he could arrange a presentation of 

BlackRock’s work for the investment group at a club I belonged to. We were 

interested in BlackRock’s expertise in big data, artificial intelligence, 

machine learning and program trading.  Jerry obliged, sending two senior 

executives down to us from Northern California.  We learned that 

BlackRock can sweep all forms of information, including social media and 

select items that may affect the value of an investment.  As an example, the 

team leader, a NASA physicist and Stanford “Quant”, told us that before the 

last presidential election he was toying with weighting his algorithms.  In so 

doing he realized that Trump could be President…interesting stuff. 

Today BlackRock is the largest asset management firm in the world.  With 

offices in 30 countries around the world, BlackRock manages more than 

$6.28 trillion dollars in assets and has a market cap range of $65.4 - $95.2 

Billion. 

Sound Familiar? 

Kudos 

“Jerry’s wisdom was indispensable with helping to navigate the firm 

through a period of dramatic growth.  His counsel and advice were 

grounded in decades of experience he combined with his unique style 

and grace.  He was a fierce competitor, but he had the ability to cloak 

the toughest message in his trademark politeness and fairness that 

helped ensure that it would be heard.”                                                              

Larry Fink founder of BlackRock. 
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“A true legend in our business, known for his strategic brilliance, 

formidable competitiveness, impeccable courtesy, deceptively alluring 

calm, relentless work ethic and unassailable integrity.”                    

Robert Kapito, president of BlackRock 

Board memberships 

In his spare time, in addition to his brief sojourn on the board of Freddie Mac, 

Jerry served on the board of no fewer than six public companies. 

Pleasure 

Jerry and Carol collected African and Modern art, American antiques and 

collectibles.  He loved music and served on the board of the Metropolitan 

Opera.   
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The Virtual Circle 

 

“Jerry’s long-standing appreciation for education led him to 

think in terms of a “virtual circle” to describe his philosophy of 

supporting institutions and individuals that helped him develop 

the knowledge, skills and habits to succeed.  He believed in paying 

back and paying forward.  Jerry designed strategies to make 

educational institutions function more effectively and worked 

relentlessly to develop programs for qualified youth to achieve 

a higher education. He personally mentored students of all 

ages.”                                                                                                                        

Larry Fink, in The New York Times 

“And for Yale” 

 

Jerry’s willingness to make extraordinary gifts of time and treasure was 

nowhere more apparent than his efforts at our University. 
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Yale Development Council 

Jerry was a member and advisor to the Yale Development Council since 1973.  

In 1973 Yale was badly in need of financial help.  The Endowment Fund was 

517.1 million with a book value of 561 million.  Yale was losing money on its 

investments.  In 1985 David Swensen joined Yale as Chief Investment Officer. 

By then the endowment had grown to 1billion (3/31/85).  Book value was 

1,056 million.  

 

In 2001 while trekking in Bhutan with a member of the Yale Class of 1956 I 

learned that in the 70’s his class was fed up with Yale’s inability to manage 

money. Several of them pooled a modest sum and gave it to their classmate, 

Wall Street legend, Richard Gilder.  At their 50th reunion, ‘56 was credited 

with a gift of $100 million dollars.  Enthused with the idea of having our own 

money manager for our 50th Class Gift, upon my return I called Jerry and 

suggested we follow the lead of the Class of ‘56. Jerry responded by 

telling me that he had been working closely with Swensen and that Yale was 

now in very good hands.  Swensen’s investment philosophy is widely known as 

“The Yale Model”.  He has articulated his ideas in two books (which should be 

required reading for all Bullpups): 

Pioneering Portfolio Management; an Unconventional Approach to 

Institutional Investment.  (2000)     

Unconventional Success; a Fundamental Approach to Personal 

Investment. (2005) 

Under Swensen’s guidance, the Yale endowment has returned an annual 

average in excess of 13.75%.  Approximately 5.25 % of principal is paid out 

annually to support Yale’s operations.  The remainder is used to grow the 

endowment. Today the value of the endowment is about $30 billion dollars.    

Swensen is devoted to Yale.  He has turned down many lucrative 

opportunities in order to remain at the University.  He has been teaching at 

Yale since 1980.  His class is always over-subscribed 

Swensen and his wife Meghan share a deep connection with Yale Athletics.  

Meghan was a three-time All-Ivy tennis player at Yale and was MVP her senior 

year.  After graduation she coached women’s tennis at Yale for 7 years.  

Thanks to the Swensens, the Yale women’s tennis head coaching position is 

now known as Swensen-McMahon Head Coach of Women’ s Tennis. 
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Swensen and jerry were good friends.  In remembering Jerry, Swensen said 

that he viewed Jerry as a wise counsellor who was devoted to Yale.  Swensen 

said that “Jerry always came armed with the facts” and “never cared about 

who got credit”.  In an amusing aside, Swensen told me that he and Meghan 

decided that it would be a good idea to endow the Yale Athletic Director’s 

position and name it after their friend Tom Beckett, then Yale’s A.D.  Swensen 

formed an endowment committee that included Jerry and scheduled a kick-

off meeting in New York.  During the next few weeks pledges started coming 

in, but no word from Jerry.  David decided that he should call Jerry.  Jerry 

responded that he had been working on his fundraising “presentation” and 

was finally ready to start making calls.  Trust Jerry to be prepared.  “Jerry’s 

thoughtful work produced the majority of the gifts needed to meet the 

fundraising goal”. The Yale A.D.’s position is now known as the Thomas A. 

Beckett Director of Athletics.  In David’s words:  

“Jerry Kenney has left Yale stronger and better. No man has ever 

loved Yale more.”  

David Swensen 

 

Class Council 

Jerry had been a member of the Class of 1963 Class Council since 1988. 

Sterling Fellow 

 

The Sterling Fellows are an association of Yale’s most generous donors.  

Jerry was a member since its founding in 2001. 
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Renovation of Saybrook 

 

Circa 2000, I learned that Saybrook College was being renovated.  A 

generous alum was offering to match gifts of a certain minimum amount, 

cognizant of the fact that the College was in need of repair due in no small 

part to the youthful enthusiasms of my roommates and myself, I called the 

development office to see if a group could qualify for the matching gift.  

Queried on the members of the group Jerry’s name came up.  “He cannot be a 

member unless you can get a written statement from him that this gift will 

not any way detract from his other gifts for the same purpose.”  Jerry 

dutifully agreed, we all chipped in a little. Jerry was a major contributor to 

the renovation.   

Chairman of the ’63 Class Gift Fund 

Jerry co-chaired the Class of 1963 Class Gift Fund for our 40th reunion in 

2003 and our 50th reunion in 2013, raising record amounts of money for the 

University 

Kenney-Kelly-Flippin-Robertson Scholarship 

In 2003, responding to Chairman Kenney’s request for donations, I asked 

Jerry if he would join two other roommates and myself in endowing a small 

scholarship for Yale athletes.  He readily agreed, once again pledging to the 

ever-suspicious Development Office that this modest contribution was not to 

be in lieu of his more generous gifts.  

The Kenney (Brothers) Center 
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In the mid-2000s Jerry received a call from Thomas Beckett Yale’s Director 

of Athletics, and Jerry’s good friend. 

Tom Beckett 

 

Beckett had an idea for a building which would be an improvement to the Yale 

Bowl.  Tom asked Jerry for advice and financial support.  The idea fired 

Jerry’s imagination, so Jerry decided to “run with the ball”.   As Jerry and Tom 

came to envision it, the building, which would later be called the Kenney 

Center, would house team rooms and the Champions Room overlooking the 

Bowl.   

Jerry faced fierce opposition from the University, which was opposed to 

innovative additions to the Bowl, particularly one which would be higher 

that the rim of the stadium.  Unaccountably he was told that there could be 

no bathrooms in the Champions Room, the skybox where alumni gathered to 

watch games. Typically, Jerry ultimately triumphed by dint of patient and 

cogent persuasion and by enrolling the support of Robert A. M. Stern, dean 

of the Yale School of Architecture (and curator of the New Colleges).   

The Brothers Kenney (or 3 out of 4) 

 

Jerry and brothers Brian, Robert and Richard provided funds to help build 

the Center. 

The Kenney Center today stands as an icon for recruiting athletes. It is a 

fecund source of revenue for football (admission is not free) and is a 
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gathering place for old football players and other alumni.  The Center is a 

tribute to Jerry’s sense of design (he was the virtual architect).  Jerry’s 

willingness to counter emotional resistance from recalcitrant 

administrators with meticulous research and patient persuasion once again 

resulted in a magnificent achievement. 

The Jensen Plaza at the Kenney Center 

Erik Jensen and his brothers also encountered two ridiculous kerfluffles 

in their efforts to build the Jensen Plaza.  The Plaza provides a gracious, 

granite paved entrance to the Kenney Center.  The first problem was 

resistance to inscribing the names of Yale players on the granite 

cobblestones; the objection? No women! 

               

Later when the Brothers Jensen wanted to donate a statue of Handsome Dan 

to the Plaza, an outcry arose over the dog’s anatomy.  The Jensens prevailed.  

Today Dan is decidedly and obviously male. 

 

The Yale Center for Dyslexia and Creativity 
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Dyslexia is a learning difference that makes reading extremely difficult.  

People with Dyslexia are often brilliant and creative.  My daughter- in-law and 

my grandson are Dyslexic. My son Dylan and I have Dysgraphia (think 

“Pineapple Story”).  We write very slowly and find it almost impossible to 

proof-read our work.  For example, as an undergraduate, I asked a roommate 

to edit a paper I wrote.  I made the corrections, handed in the paper and was 

immediately charged with plagiarism because I was deemed incapable of 

producing such work. The Yale Center for Dyslexia and Creativity was 

founded in 2007. Yale is in the forefront helping people like, Katie, Beaudry, 

Dylan and myself. Jerry and Carol were asked to serve on the Center’s 

Advisory Board and did so for about a year.  

Ivy League Football Association Award 

In 2007, the Ivy League Football Association (co-founded by Hank Higdon) 

honored Jerry for his leadership and contributions to Ivy League football.  

As previously noted, during his acceptance speech, Jerry credited his 

football experience with informing his business career.  In addition to 

learning the importance of studying the competition, Jerry came to believe 

that the larger the team, the more important the coach.  As ML Capital 

Markets grew from an idea to an organization with 9,000 professionals in 40 

countries, coaching became important indeed.  

The Yale School of Management (YSOM) 
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Despite their differing views on collegiate athletics Jerry harbored no 

antipathy toward Yale President Rick Levin. Jerry undertook to work with 

Rick to reposition the Yale School of Management.  As he reported in our 

55th Reunion Class Book: 

“Along with a few colleagues, I was very pro-active in convincing 

President Levin to change the mission of YSOM from one focused on 

government service to a broader goal of educating business leaders in 

a global world with greater connectivity to other disciplines.  This 

refocusing included constructing an attractive new YSOM building, 

hiring a new Dean and elevating annual alumni fundraising, now highest 

among the Yale schools at 52%.” 

Yale Football 

 

50th ’59 Bullpup reunion 

In 2009 after hearing about Jerry’s tribulations in getting the Kenney Center 

built, I thought it would be a good idea to convene the 1959 Undefeated 

Bullpups in New Haven.  We would celebrate our undefeated season, but 

more importantly we would celebrate Jerry’s singular achievement in 

creating the newly completed Kenney Center,  While proposing my plans for 

our reunion I was advised by Don Scharf the Yale Football alumni liaison, 

that neither the Kenney Center nor the Ray Tompkins House would be 

available.   

A quick call to Jerry took care of that problem.  The ‘59 Pups celebrated the 

opening of the Champions room the night before the Brown game and had an 

“awards” dinner the following night in the Ray Tompkins House. 

50th reunion of the 1960 team  

Championship Rings 

 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Yale+Football&FORM=IARRTH&ufn=yale+bulldogs+football&stid=0a694a2c-88d5-3670-5d12-42a74296a463&cbn=EntityAnswer&cbi=0&FORM=IARRTH
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In 2010 I worked with Tom Singleton planning the reunion of the1960 Team. 

That team finished its season undefeated, untied, nationally ranked (13th AP) 

and co-winner of the Lambert Trophy.  The team boasted 6 All-Americans. It 

had been virtually overlooked by the University.  Members of the ’60 team had 

never received rings commemorating their successes as had been the custom 

for other teams.  Yale promised rings and an appearance on the field of the 

Yale Bowl at halftime.  The administration balked.  Apparently, there was no 

money for rings and an appearance on the field would not be appropriate.   

Once again, Jerry resolved the intransigence.   

Jerry designed the rings, reciting all the team’s accomplishments.  Each ring 

was embossed with the player’s number and engraved with their name.   

Jerry and Hank Higdon paid for the rings.   

At halftime during the Harvard Game the ‘60 team was introduced on the field 

of the Yale Bowl. 

Rick Levin 

 

Jerry appreciated and respected Rick Levin’s extraordinary contributions to 

Yale.  Jerry credited Levin’s success in fundraising for the University, his 

ambitious renovation of campus buildings and Levin’s foresight in expanding 

Yale’s presence in science and in Asia. 

Levin liked the romantic Oxbridgian notion of the scholar athlete as an 

amateur.  Levin subscribed to the ideas proffered by William G. Bowen and 

Sarah Levin in their book “Reclaiming the Game.”  These ideas were echoed by 

Michigan’s President (and our football teammate) James Duderstat in his 

book “Intercollegiate Athletics and the American University.” Jim had written 

that:  

“The worst thing that can happen to a university president is winning an 

NCAA Championship in basketball or football.  At Michigan we won 

both in one year.” 

The central argument in both books is that upon the emergence of 

professional sports as hugely profitable enterprises, big-time college 

sports, notably football and basketball were antithetical to the college 

experience.  Football programs like Alabama, Notre Dame, Michigan and USC 

produced revenues in excess of $100 million annually.  Football coaches 

were being paid a multiple of the highest paid college professors.  Athletes 

ate together and had separate living quarters.  Later, the “one and done” 
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phenomenon came into vogue.  College basketball players would play for 

one year and enter the professional draft. The impression given by books was 

that football and basketball teams were populated by mouth breathing, 

knuckle dragging, troglodytes who were ill suited to institutions of higher 

learning. 

Malign Neglect 

Despite Levin’s extraordinary leadership and accomplishments at Yale Jerry 

was suspicious of Levin’s apparent antipathy toward football.  For twenty 

years under Levin’s administration, Yale Football suffered from an 

administration policy which I choose to call “Malign Neglect.” 

Apparently while it was admirable to devote resources to students who 

would become highly paid actors, musicians, painters, sculptors and authors, 

the practice of cultivating successful professional athletes, particularly 

football players, was deemed to be in another rather unsavory category.  

Yale no longer celebrated or sought out the likes of Stover, Merriwell, 

Albie Booth, Mike Pyle, Ben Balme or Calvin Hill.  Yale football, once 

synonymous with excellence, became an after-thought.  

The football program which once produced revenue to support Yale 

Athletics now needed financial support from the University and was 

resented for diverting funds from academic necessities.    

Athletics, Academic Excellence and Alumni Support 

 

In his typically thorough and meticulous fashion Jerry set out to research 

the connection between athletic programs, academic excellence and alumni 

support.  As David Swensen recalls: “Jerry loved facts.  He began looking at 

the connection between athletics and academic ratings.  At first, his facts 

filled a few sheets of paper.  The research grew until it was practically a 

book.   In a “white paper” filled with statistics which he wrote in his “spare 

time “, Jerry demonstrated an unquestionable link between athletic 

excellence, academic ranking and alumni giving.  He cited Stanford (the 

consistent winner of the Sears Cup as best Division 1 sports program) and 

among the “potted Ivy League” Williams’ dominance of sports and Williams’ 

preeminence in both academic ranking and alumni giving.  He noted that 

Stanford’s alumni contributions had surpassed Yale’s and that its 

endowment is now larger than Yale’s. Jerry noted that since the de-emphasis 

of Yale Football, even by Ivy League standards, Yale’s alumni giving had 

fallen abysmally to less than 30%.  In an address to the reunion classes in 

2013, Jerry summarized his report in a power point slide: 
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“Research shows:  a strong reinforcing relationship between the stature of 

top tier academic universities and the excellence of their athletic programs 

Rankings of top tier schools are enhanced by student acceptance rates / 

yields; applications, alumni giving / participation rates and endowments 

Stanford and Williams are striking examples: both with #1 ranked athletic 

programs in their categories and top rated academically 

Harvard and Princeton have consistently had the best two records in Ivy 

athletics and rank as the top 2 universities in USN&WR 

Northwestern: example of a university moving up the rankings by pursuing 

dual academic/athletic mission” 

Blue Leadership award  

 

In November 2013, Jerry was given the George H.W. Bush Blue Leadership 

Award.  It is difficult to think of anyone more deserving.   

Endowing the Yale Lacrosse Team 

Not content with recognizing the problems caused by de-emphasizing 

athletics and neglecting the opportunities implicit in revival of the Yale’s 

athletic tradition, Jerry set out to do something about Yale Athletics.  In 

addition to football, Jerry played varsity lacrosse at Yale.  True to his vision 

of supporting excellence in Yale sports, Jerry together with another 

teammate, endowed the program.  After their gift Yale won the NCAA Division 

1 Championship in 2018 and was runner up in 2019. 

NCAA Division 1 Championship 
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Yale Football, the 37-year Drought 

At Yale, football was once “the sturdy horse pulling the wagon.” Packed 

stadiums and other revenue provided a steady source of funding for 

football and other sports.  Under Rick Levin’s policy of malign neglect, 

attendance and revenue dwindled.  In 2018 the football budget was less 

than $3 million (half of Alabama Football Coach Nick Saban’s base pay). Yale 

assistant coaches were in the bottom 1/3 of the Ivy League pay scale.  By 

2017 Yale’s once dominant football program had not been the sole winner 

of an Ivy League championship since 1980. 

Tony Reno 

 

Tony Reno became head football coach in 2012. Reno had been a position 

coach at Yale, then was hired by Harvard. Wisely Yale convinced Tony to 

return to Yale. Upon arrival in New Haven, Tony discovered that only one of 

the members of the incoming class of recruits had been recruited by Tony 

when he was recruiting for Harvard.   Tony sought players that he felt had 

the ability to eventually play at the next level.  Not having the budget, 

facilities, staff, or other support enjoyed by other schools, Tony created an 

inspired pitch for new recruits. 

“if you go to Alabama and are really lucky you may someday get to 

spend about 15 or 20 minutes on the field during the Super Bowl. If you 

decide to go to Yale, you might have that same Super Bowl experience 

but in addition you might spend 8 years in the White House.” 

Tony’s recruiting paid off in 2017.  With the only blemish on its record a 1-

point loss to Dartmouth, the Bulldogs won its first sole Ivy League 

Championship in 37 Years. 

2017 Yale Football 9 -1 Sole Champions 
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’59 Pups and ’60 Sophs Fund Yale Recruiting 

Tony needed funds to recruit athletes.  Thanks to the leadership provided by 

Jerry, Hank Higdon and Erik Jensen, the ’59 Frosh and ’60 Sophs were able to 

raise a very significant portion of Tony’s annual recruiting budget.  

Helmets 

In the 1960’s helmets had evolved from the days of the “leather hats” but 

not by much. 

 

Small attention was paid to “getting one’s bell rung”. You might sit out a 

couple of plays and then return to action.  

 

In 2019, Jerry, cognizant of the danger of head injuries to football players 

purchased individually fitted helmets for the entire Yale football team at a 

cost of more than $1,000 each.  
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Endowing Football 

  

After partnering in endowing the Yale lacrosse program, in 2018, Jerry set 

out to endow the Yale football program.  Why he chose football is easy to 

understand.  He played the game. During his freshman and sophomore years he 

experienced two undefeated seasons. No Yale Class since at least 1925 has 

had that experience. Jerry made life-long friends.  In after years, Jerry cited 

the importance of his football experience in molding his character and 

contributing to his success.     

 

Those of us who played the sport know that football teaches life lessons.  

The game is “a crucible of conflict”.  It is about personal and physical 

confrontation. You beat your man and make the play…or you don’t.  Your 

efforts are instantly apparent to your coaches and your teammates.  On 

Saturday in the Bowl, they can be seen by 65,000 fans.  There are no “safe 

places”.  Only champions get trophies.   

Football teaches you about risk.  It is dangerous. Injuries are frequent and 

sometimes life threatening. While individual excellence is important, the team 

is paramount.  You must learn to subordinate personal aspiration to team 

success.   

Leadership by its very definition implies the strength to stand up in the face 

of criticism and conflict.  Leaders must cope with both success and failure. 

Each can be equally instructive.  President Eisenhower famously said: “the 

one quality that can be developed by studious reflection and practice is the 

leadership of men”.  There is no reason why “reflection and practice” cannot 

flourish on the playing fields of Yale. 

According to Jerry’s vision, if Yale is to regain its reputation of excellence in 

athletics and alumni giving, its football program must lead the way.  

Football is “America’s Sport”.  It is the premiere college and professional 

sport.  The Yale football program desperately needed financial support, 

particularly after 20 years of neglect which has emptied the Yale Bowl. 

 

Football is an expensive sport.  Excellent coaches and facilities are 

mandatory.  Athletes no longer get bigger, faster, stronger and more 

athletic by simply going to the gym. Human performance has become a science. 

Today outstanding athletes justly insist on personal coaches, professional 

physical training, nutrition, and specialized medical support.   
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Ever since UCLA basketball coach John Wooden learned how to “slow the 

game down” for his players by habituating them to the state of “flow”, 

psychology together with physical and emotional intelligence has become 

extremely important.  

 

Dysrationalia 

Quotes from two famous Notre Dame football coaches capture the tension 

between Rick Levin’s point of view and Jerry’s research.    

 

Knute Rockne / Notre Dame 105 – 12 - 5 

“The only qualifications for a lineman are to be big and dumb. 

To be a back, you only have to be dumb.” 

 

Frank Leahy Head football Coach Notre Dame 

"A school without football is akin to a medieval cloister." 
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When Rockne and Leahy were coaching Notre Dame, Yale still provided a 

standard for both academic and football excellence.  Until the arrival of 

Rick Levin, Yale was aware of the danger of ignoring athletics.  To quote an 

article in a recent Wall Street Journal on the book The Intelligence Trap by 

David Robson: 

“Anyone who has spent time on a college campus has probably intuited 

that innate intelligence and common sense don’t necessarily go hand in 

hand. 

People with high SAT scores, for example, are less likely to either take 

advice or learn from their blunders.   

Folks with multiple degrees and professional expertise are often blind 

to their own biases.  The consequences of these gaffes are often 

merely personal and embarrassing but sometimes they are 

catastrophic.  

The good news is that wisdom, unlike intelligence can be taught and 

these lessons bear real fruit.” 

Entertainment 

A successful football team is good entertainment.  A popular program can 

fill stadiums, attract large television audiences with concomitant 

advertising revenue and fund an entire athletic program.  A winning team can 

nurture proud alumni. As a Stanford alum once described a reunion: “we go 

to Palo Alto, see a football game, and watch Stanford win” (then they go 

home and write checks to the School). 

When Coach Reno “has the horses” he can field teams that average 45 points 

a game.  Given good opposition, his teams can fill the Bowl.  An excellent 

example is the recent game against Division 1 Army, which was one of the most 

entertaining football games I have ever witnessed.  Yale won. 

Yale Athletes Capable of Performing at the “Next Level” 

The men of the 1960 team show that Yale and the Ivy League can attract 

players who would be welcome in any program and who could have had they 

so chosen, played professionally. 

Yale Athletes as Scholars and Leaders 

The men of the 1959 bullpups stand testament to the notion that Yale 

football players can be men of intelligence, academic achievement and 

character who make important contributions to their families, their 

communities, their country and the world. 

The Yale Football Endowment 

Just before Jerry’s passing in June 2019, Yale announced the completion of 

his fund- raising effort.  His goal was $20,000,000.  He raised $23,000,000.  
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In addition, Jerry and a large donor insisted that Yale continue its $700,000 

annual subsidy to the program, which the University solemnly agreed to do. 

The Total Yale Football Endowment now exceeds $50,000,000. 

If the Endowment is “Swensenized” (managed by David Swensen) the fund 

should reach $100 million in ten years. In forty years, the football 

endowment may approach one billion dollars.  

Eventually, Yale football will need no support from the University and the 

administration will not feel the criticism from the faculty directed at 

“diverting much needed funds” from academic priorities.   

Bullpups: Success, Friendship + Participation 

As freshmen and sophomores, we savored victory.  Later, we tasted the 

bitterness of defeat.  Both experiences tempered our character.  In the 

process, we became lifelong friends.   

We have also supported Yale Football. I am proud to report that in 

supporting Jerry’s endowment drive, our team raised nearly $500,000 

(exclusive of Jerry’s undisclosed gift).  We had by far the most participants 

of any other team and, exclusive of major individual gifts, we raised more 

money than any other team.  Every member of the team that I called 

immediately agreed to contribute.  Jerry welcomed with unbridled enthusiasm 

every contribution no matter how modest or generous.   

plaque in the Champions Room at the Kenney Center. 

Jerry has asked that the name of each member of our 1959 bullpups 

(including the ’60 sophs) who contributed to the endowment be permanently 

inscribed on a plaque in the Champions Room at the Kenney Center.   

My fondest hope is that Jerry’s efforts will yield capacity crowds at the 

Bowl, and a general revival in the pride we take in Yale Athletics and the re-

establishment at Yale of the Thalian principle of  

 

“A Sound Mind in a Sound Body.” 
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Beyond Yale:  

The Virtuous Circle Continued 

 

 

As prodigious and effective Jerry’s efforts on behalf of Yale were, his 

activities embraced other educational institutions. 

 

Northwestern University 

 

Jerry was a trustee of Northwestern University.  He shared his research on 

the importance of athletics to a University.   In 2018 Northwestern, the 

perennial doormat of the Big Ten conference played Ohio State for the 

conference championship.  “There are no accidents.” 
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Northwestern Kellogg School of Management 

 

Jerry was a member of the Advisory Board of the Kellogg School of 

Management.  He also gave generously to the School.  Circa 2005, the 

School noted. 

“As Kenney approaches the 40th anniversary of his business school 

graduation in a couple of years, he’s zeroing in on yet another goal: His 

cumulative gifts to the school, including generous donations to 

Campaign Northwestern on behalf of the Kellogg School, will reach   

the significant dollar amount he has set as his giving goal, creating the 

Jerome P. Kenney Endowed Fund.” 

Jerry continued to provide generous support to the School, participating 

not only in his endowed fund but giving to building projects as well.   

Recently Jerry and Carol led the donors to Kellogg with a gift of “$1 

million or more.”  The night he died; Jerry wrote the final check completing a 

scholarship pledge to Kellogg. 

Stanford University Business School  
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Jerry did not attend Stanford, however Jerry’s extraordinary reputation 

caused Stanford’s Graduate School of Business to reach out to him and ask 

him to become a member of its Advisory Board.  Jerry agreed.   

Stanford embraced sports including football and basketball.  Stanford 

competes in the PAC 12, a super competitive “Power 5” conference.  Across 

the board its athletic program is consistently the best in college athletics.   

We previously noted that Jerry became aware of the fact that Stanford had 

managed to equal or surpass Harvard and Yale in rankings of academic 

excellence.   

Stanford’s endowment had eclipsed Yale’s and stood second only to 

Harvard’s, belying Rick Levin’s notion of the threat to academic prominence 

posed by big-time athletic programs.  

Nightingale-Bamford School 

 

Jerry’s daughters graduated from the Nightingale-Bamford School.  Jerry 

served on the Board of Trustees for fourteen years before becoming a 

trustee emeritus.  The School noted:  

“Jerry stewarded the School’s long range financial strategic 

planning, consistently placing import on the support of faculty.  He 

continued as emeritus to champion faculty, seeing clearly that 

teachers are central to any excellent school.” 

Renovating Martha’s Vineyard historic homes 

“Jerry’s passions extended to renovating several historic homes on Martha’s 

Vineyard where his family vacationed year-round.  Gifted in spatial relations, 

he could easily see in three dimensions and as a hobby loved poring over 

architectural drawings to improve structures.  In 2003 Carol and Jerry 

received a Vineyard conservation award for their restoration of the 1719 

Tilton House.” New York Times 
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Misty Meadows 

 

“Misty Meadows is an island wide community center that provides 

programs for all ages, including those who are physically challenged.  

Through the mental, emotional and physical connection made with 

horses, the Center teaches participants’ critical thinking, empathy and 

boundaries, as well as new ways to communicate, collaborate, and 

cooperate with equines and therefore with each other.  Recognizing 

the value that horses played in their own daughters’ lives, Carol and 

Jerry purchased Misty meadows in 1999 and built it into a state- of- the-

art equestrian facility and then gifted it to the community.” New York 

Times 

Illness 

Always lean and fit, Jerry shared Carol’s interest in natural health. He was 

abstemious.  He once told me that for exercise he would ask for keys to the 

stairwell at his office building, and then climb the stairs.  Sadly, I learned a 

few years ago that Jerry had contracted pulmonary fibrosis.  Not one for 

sympathy, he asked that his friends not share his condition with others.  

Despite his illness he continued to go to work.   

“As his health deteriorated, BlackRock held a dinner in his honor, May 

21st at the 21 Club in Manhattan, to which 21 friends and colleagues 

were invited. Mr. Kenny enjoyed the tribute and was back at his 

BlackRock office at 7 the following morning.  He kept working until a 

few days before his death.”  The Wall Street Journal 

 I spoke with Jerry in May.  He told me that Yale was about to announce the 

completion of his football fundraising efforts.  As usual there were 

anecdotes about the hurdles he had faced and overcome.  I reminded him that 

the 60th anniversary of our undefeated freshman season was this year.  He 

remarked that he really wanted to “see the guys” but that he needed a 

wheelchair and oxygen so could not go to New Haven.  Denny Landa 

suggested a gathering in New York perhaps at the Yale Club.  Jerry was 

delighted and planned to attend. 

In late June while travelling, I saw a call from Jerry’s office.   When I 

responded to the call, all they could tell me was that Jerry was at home.  

Carol answered my call.   She told me that Jerry would be unable to attend 
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our September 7 gathering.  Jerry then wanted to speak to me.  His voice was 

indistinct.  I sensed immediately what was about to happen.  Too overcome to 

hear what he was saying, (I think he was thanking me for helping him with the 

fundraising), all I could say was: 

“We love you Jerry.” 

The next day we received an email from Hank Higdon saying that our friend 

had passed away. 

In a note to me after Jerry’s passing Carol wrote: 

“I watched Jerry slowly decline in the last several years, fearing how 

it might end.  But Jerry passed away peacefully and painlessly in his 

sleep the very night he wrote his last check completing a scholarship 

pledge for Kellogg.  He lay down his pen and felt his life’s work was 

complete.   

A miracle!” 

 

Aloha Jerry 

Our Cherished Friend 

Ian Robertson 
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Jerome Paul Kenney 

 

26 July 1941 – 25 June 2019 

 


